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Special Notes:

1. All the wall thickness are 150mm and 100mm light weight block unless

specified.

2. All dimensions and levels are in millimeters unless specified otherwise

3. All room dimensions and wall thicknesses are unfinished dimensions, i.e.,

exclusive of plaster thickness.

4. All heights are measured from finished floor level. All levels given in the

drawing are finished levels.

5. Levels marked are with respect to finished ground level  + 0.00

corresponding to datum level.

6. Drawing should not be scaled. Only written dimensions should be

followed.

7. Follow architectural drawing for dimensions, levels and details

8. Latest revision of drawing should be followed. The drawing showing

previous revision should be treated as canceled.

9. For structural, MEP, landscape etc., refer respective consultant's

drawings.

10. Each discipline / trade shall coordinate their work with the requirements

of other disciplines / trades to ensure proper installation of all works.

11. The drawings are based on the site plan, as-built drawings and/or other

details provided by client.

12. Client will be solely responsible for the accuracy of site boundaries and

everything existing at the site.

13. Any discrepancy in this drawing or other drawings related to this should

be brought to the notice of the Architects before commencement of work.

14. The contractor shall inform and obtain permission from the Architects

before making any deviation(s) from the drawings.

15. Plumb for vertical shafts has to be checked at site before execution.

16. Openings for third party installations such as lifts, dumbwaiters &

medical equipments should be as per  vendor specifications.
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(01) Tenderer shall comply to the detailed technical specifications as stated in the
previous sections along with the BOQ
(02) Tenderer shall understand the site conditions before starting to quote and the
rates quoted shall hold good all conditions.
(03) Work shall be carried out to Indian Standards and Code of Practice.
(04) Contractor shall be responsible for execution of the work in coordination with
other angencies involved/ associated with the work being carried out at site.
(05) Tender Drawings/Sketches issued along with this tender are for the purpose of
undestanding the conceptual design intent only. Contractor's quoted rate to include
refinement of design through submittal of shop drawing.
(06) Contractor is required to submit shop drawings for each area based on the GFCs
& site condition. Work shall be executed based on the approved shop drawings only.
(07) It shall be the responsibility of the contractor to ensure record of site instructions
given by the architect which may arise due to any reason during site visit.
(08) Contractor has to submit  samples of all materials and get approval from
Architect and PMC before execution.
(09) Written approval shall be obtained from Architect before deviating from the
approved drawings / design as may be required due to any unforseen reason.
(10) Approval shall be obtained from PMC for all the materials being used for the
project.
(11) All the job work mentioned below shall be correlated with the specification and
procedured mentioned in previous sections, unless otherwise specified.
(12) Mockup to be done for typical item for Architects approval.
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Keyboard tray on telescopic channels of
450mm (w) x 750mm(l) made in ply finished in

laminate [L01]

Transaction counter with
40mm fascia finished in
approved corian[M05]

Pull out drawers made in  ply finished in
laminate [L01]on visible surfaces with

matching edge binding and laminate [L05]
on all inner surfaces.

Table top made of 19mm ply finished in laminate
[L01] on all visible surfaces with 40mm thk fascia

finished in matching edge binding. Table top to
turn down and hit the floor at both end of table

chair -bought out item
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2400MM high Tall storage unit  from FFL
made of  ply finished in approved
laminate[L01] on all the visible surfaces with
matching edge binding and inner surfaces
finished in approved laminate[L05] with
matching edge binding
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+2200 mm lvl

Space between transaction counter and
modesty panel made in 19mm ply

finished in laminate [L03]

250 wide transaction counter with
40mm fascia finished in corian[M05]

 Table front made of  ply finished with
approved laminate[L01]

Table front made of ply
finished IN 8MM thk corian
[M05]

Ceiling @ +2200mm from FFL
finished in laminate[L04] ply backing and
necessary framework with approved light

fittings

wall paneling  made of 12mm thk
plyfinished in approved laminate[L01]
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+2100 mm lvl

40

SKIRTING-300 mm high , 50 mm
recessed from the table edge finished

in laminate [VT01]

hanging light box as per detail
bottom @ 2000mm affl

FFL

crash guard as approved by the
architect

Skirting of 100mm
high on the wall
finished with vitrified
tile [VT01]
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+2200 mm lvl

PTS

SKIRTING-300 mm high , 50 mm
recessed from the table edge finished
in laminate [VT01]

Space between transaction counter and modesty panel
made in 19mm ply finished in laminate [L03]

Tall storage unit @ 1300mm high from FFL made of  ply finished in
approved laminate[L01] on all the visible surfaces with matching edge
binding and inner surfaces finished in approved laminate[L05] with matching
edge binding

wall paneling  made of 12mm thk plyfinished
in approved laminate[L01]

bulkhead made in 12mm gypsum on
necessary framework finished in  paint
[W06]

Overhead Storage units made of thk ply finished in laminate[L05] on
inner surfaces and shutter fronts finished in laminate[L01] with
matching edge bindingCeiling @ +2200mm from FFL

finished in laminate[L1] ply backing and necessary
framework with approved light fittings

wall paneling  made of 12mm thk
plyfinished in approved laminate[L01]

tile back splash on wall- [VT01]

250 wide transaction counter with 40mm
fascia finished in corian[M05]

 Table front made of  ply finished with
approved laminate[L01]

+2100 mm lvl
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Gypsum paneling finished with paint
as approved[W06]

hanging light box as per detail
bottom @ 2000mm affl
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+2200 mm lvl
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SKIRTING-300 mm high , 50 mm
recessed from the table edge finished
in laminate [VT01]

Space between transaction counter and modesty panel
made in 19mm ply finished in laminate [L03]

Tall storage unit @ 1300mm high from FFL made of  ply finished in
approved laminate[L01] on all the visible surfaces with matching edge
binding and inner surfaces finished in approved laminate[L05] with matching
edge binding

wall paneling  made of 12mm thk plyfinished
in approved laminate[L01]

bulkhead made in 12mm gypsum on
necessary framework finished in  paint
[W06]

Overhead Storage units made of thk ply finished in laminate[L05] on
inner surfaces and shutter fronts finished in laminate[L01] with
matching edge bindingCeiling @ +2200mm from FFL

finished in laminate[L1] ply backing and necessary
framework with approved light fittings

wall paneling  made of 12mm thk
plyfinished in approved laminate[L01]

tile back splash on wall- [VT01]

250 wide transaction counter with 40mm
fascia finished in corian[M05]

 Table front made of  ply finished with
approved laminate[L01]

+2100 mm lvl

Gypsum paneling finished with paint
as approved[W06]

hanging light box as per detail
bottom @ 2000mm affl
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Pull out drawers made in  ply
finished in laminate [L01]on visible
surfaces with matching edge
binding and laminate [L05] on all
inner surfaces.

shutter made in ply finished in
laminate[L01] with matching
edge binding
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75mm high recessed band with 19mm ply
finished with laminate as approved by the
architect

Pull out drawers made in 19mm ply finished in
laminate [L01]on visible surfaces with matching
edge binding and laminate [L01] on all inner
surfaces.

250 wide transaction counter with 40mm fascia
finished in corian[M05] with necessary frame
work

Space between transaction counter and
modesty panel MADE IN19mm ply FINISHED
IN laminate [L03]

Table front made of 19m thk ply finished with
approved laminate[L01]

Raceway

shutter made in 19mm ply finished in
laminate[L01] with matching edge
binding

250 wide transaction counter with 40mm
fascia finished in corian[M05]

Table front made of 19m thk ply
finished IN 8MM THK CORIAN[M05]

75mm high recessed band with
19mm ply finished with laminate as
approved by the architect

Pull out drawers made in 19mm ply
finished in laminate [L01] on visible
surfaces with matching edge binding and
laminate [L01] on all inner surfaces.

250 wide transaction counter with 40mm fascia finished
in corian[M05] with necessary frame work

Table front made of
19m thk ply finished
with approved laminate
[L01]

Raceway

Table top made of 19mm ply finished in laminate
[L01] on all visible surfaces with 40mm thk fascia

finished in matching edge binding. Table top to
turn down and hit the floor at both end of table

Table top made of 19mm ply finished in laminate
[L01] on all visible surfaces with 40mm thk fascia

finished in matching edge binding. Table top to
turn down and hit the floor at both end of table

Table top made of 19mm ply finished in laminate
[L01] on all visible surfaces with 40mm thk fascia

finished in matching edge binding. Table top to
turn down and hit the floor at both end of table

Keyboard tray on telescopic
channels of 450mm (w) x
750mm(l) made in ply finished
in laminate [L01]

SKIRTING-300 mm high , 50 mm
recessed from the table edge finished
in laminate [VT01]

shutter made in 19mm ply finished in
laminate[L01] with matching edge
binding

100mm high skirting in ply finished in
laminate [L06]  recessed by 19mm

100mm high skirting in ply finished in
laminate [L06]  recessed by 19mm

SKIRTING-300 mm high , 50 mm
recessed from the table edge finished
in laminate [VT01]
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shutter made in 19mm ply
finished in laminate[L01]
with matching edge binding

countertop made in 19mm ply
finished in 12mm thk. corian
[M05] with 40mm thk facia

tile back splash on wall- [VT01]
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75mm high recessed band
with 19mm ply finished
with laminate as approved
by the architect

removable bin attached to
the shutter
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Ceiling @ +2550mm from FFL
finished in laminate[L01] 12mm  ply
backing and necessary framework

bulkhead made in 12mm ply on
necessary framework finished in
laminate[L01]

shutter made in 19mm ply
finished in laminate[L01] with
matching edge binding
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100mm high skirting in ply finished in
laminate [L06]  recessed by 19mm
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19MM PLY SUPPORTING SOLID SURFACE
COUNTER TOP

COUNTER TOP WITH 21MM THK SOLID
SURFACE MATERIAL [M05] WITH EDGES
ROUNDED [5MM RADIUS]

100MM HIGH FLASHING ON
WALL/PARTITION - WITH 19MM THK
COUNTER TOP TURNING UP (CONTIUOUS
JOINT) & WITH ROUNDED INNER CORNER
[10MM RADIUS]

VITRIFIED TILE DADO ON
WALL/PARTITION

COUNTER TOP
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21MM THK ACRYLIC SOLID SURFACE AS
PER SELECTION

SEALANT

19MM THK PLY

SINK AS PER SELECTION

ACRYLIC SOLID SURFACE EDGE -SINK
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SOLID SURFACE EDGE TO BE FINISHED
WITH BULL NOSING
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countertop made in 19mm ply
finished in 12mm thk. corian [M05]
with 40mm thk facia

Pull out drawers made in 19mm ply
finished in laminate [L01]on visible
surfaces with matching edge binding and
laminate [L01] on all inner surfaces.

200mm high back spashing with
12mm thk. corian [M05]

bulkhead made in 12mm gypsum on
necessary framework finished in
paint [W06]

lay in tile grid Ceiling at +2550mm
from FFL
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100mm high skirting in ply finished in
laminate [L06]  recessed by 19mm
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countertop made in 19mm ply
finished in 12mm thk. corian
[M05] with 40mm thk facia

shutter made in 19mm ply finished in
laminate[L01] with matching edge binding

125mm high,150mm wide pelmet made in 19
mm ply finished with laminate[L03]

75mm high recessed band with 19mm ply
finished with laminate as approved by the
architect
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100mm high skirting in ply finished in
laminate [L06]  recessed by 19mm

detail H
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